HomesHub
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Computer generated image of Welsh Streets

Your new home
on Welsh Streets
is ready to welcome
you home…

Currently undergoing a multi-millionpound regeneration scheme, Welsh
Streets is fast becoming a striking
residential retreat, earning a reputation
as one of the most fashionable areas to
live close to Liverpool city centre.

The collection of beautifully-restored Victorian
terraces on offer at Welsh Streets are quickly
becoming some of Liverpool’s most iconic properties,
providing beautiful period homes within a friendly
neighbourhood community with easy connections to
the city centre.
With everything on your doorstep from supermarkets
and local landmarks to parks, gardens and train
stations, you’ll feel right at home in Welsh Streets
before you know it.
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The
Masterplan
Working with Liverpool City Council Plus
Dane (HomesHub) have developed new
and exciting plans for a £17.4 million
regeneration of Toxteth’s Welsh Streets.
The plans include the extensive remodelling and
refurbishment of 127 properties, many of which
have lay empty for a number of years, to create
99 affordable homes.
The result will be a vibrant, sustainable community
and the new plans for these Victorian terraces
will consider overarching economical and social
beneﬁts of regenerating these homes, with the
end product being beautiful period properties
that are ideal for modern, 21st century living.

Our
Contribution
HomesHub (part of Plus Dane) are delighted to work
with the local council to be a part of this ambitious
regeneration project. It’s our objective to create
the perfect residential community to live, work
and flourish, creating homes that anyone wanting
a quality home will love. Each of our beautifully
restored Victorian terraces – all with striking period
features like large windows and high ceilings – have
been restored with love and care, creating homes
that have the needs of our future residents in mind.
At Welsh Streets, you’re free to live the life you’ve
always wanted.
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Liverpool One

Building a
Thriving
Community

With excellent transport links to the city centre residence
can enjoy the highlights of the city with ease, whilst
having the best of suburban life in their new home.
Young professionals will love being so close to Liverpool
city centre, which is walkable in just under 30 minutes,
whilst you’re close to local train and bus routes which
makes the journey even quicker.

Sefton Park

Those who work further afield have plenty of options
too. Commuters have the choice of not one but two train
stations on your doorstep – Brunswick and St Michaels
are both around a mile away, and have great connections
to the nearby Bootle, Formby and Southport.

For those who enjoy a taste of city
living, the thriving city centre of
Liverpool is just under 2 miles away.
Keen foodies will love the selection
of restaurants that can be found on
the world-famous Albert Dock, whilst
avid shoppers will find their home
away from home at one of the many
shopping destinations here, including
The Metquarter and Liverpool ONE,
the largest open-air shopping centre in
the UK. There’s plenty for kids here too,
including museums, shows and outdoor
activities aplenty.

Journey times from Welsh Streets

Sefton Park 15 mins

Liverpool One 39 mins

Baltic Quarter 25 mins

Albert Docks 10 mins

M62 15 mins

Liverpool Airport 15 mins

Albert Docks

Welsh Streets couldn’t be
better located. Families
will love the close proximity
to local parks and green
spaces, whilst couples and
young professionals will
love the local shops, bars
and restaurants that are
within walking distance of
the development.

Drivers are also perfectly placed to get from A to B
quickly and easily from Welsh Streets. The development
is conveniently close to the A562 A-road, whilst popular
motorway routes including M63 and M57 are within an
easy drive away.
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Specification
One of the many reasons the properties
on Welsh Streets are so desirable is
their specification, inside and out.
These properties offer the best of both worlds – with all
the charm and character of a more traditional period
property, these homes come with a high specification
that you’d expect from a bespoke new-build.
Downstairs, these terraced homes include a fitted
modern kitchen complete with state-of-the-art
integrated cooker and hob, as well as spotlights fitted
in the kitchen and bathroom. In addition, all walls and
ceilings throughout are painted a neutral white, allowing
you to make your mark on your new home in every
room. There’s also chrome sockets and light switches
throughout, to complement the sleek, modern finish.
Upstairs is equally well-equipped. The bathroom has a
clean, stylish white finish, and is fitted with a high-quality
shower, bath, sink and W/C.
The property is just as striking on the outside too.
As well as a traditional red brick exterior that perfectly
befits these traditional Victorian homes, the front of
the property is enhanced by traditional trace for the
ultimate kerb appeal. The back of the property is equally
appealing – the generously-sized private enclosed yard
includes an attractive paved area, the perfect location
for al-fresco dining in the summer and a children’s play
area the whole year round.
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About
HomesHub
With over 10 years’ experience
building quality homes across
Merseyside and Cheshire that help
first-time buyers, young families and
anyone looking to find a great home,
HomesHub understand your needs,
the area, and most importantly,
how to build quality homes that
you’ll love.
At HomesHub, we put your interests at the
heart of what we do. From the very first
enquiry we offer a personal service, taking
the time to get to know each and every
homebuyer personally, understanding your
specific needs and answering any questions
you may have. We’re here for your peace of
mind, helping you find the perfect home that’s
affordable and meets your requirements – not
just right now, but in the future, too.

Somerford Grove, Congleton

HomesHub are more than just a housebuilder
– we’re your homebuilder, right by your side at
every stage of your journey with us.

t: 0151 703 2024
e: sales@homeshub.co.uk
homeshub.co.uk
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L8 3TJ

t: 0151 703 2024
e: sales@homeshub.co.uk
homeshub.co.uk


These particulars are for illustration only. We operate a policy
of continuous product development and individual features
may vary from time to time. Specification, details and finishes
may differ by house type and are indicative only, please speak
to a Sales Consultant for information. Consequently, these
particulars should be treated as general guidance only and
cannot be relied upon as accurately describing any of the
specified matters prescribed by any order made under the
Property Misdescriptions Act 1991. We cannot guarantee the
marketing name will be adopted as the postal address. Interior
photographs have been taken at other developments and some
images used are computer-generated images to represent the
product rather than provide an accurate product guide.

